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Abstract

North Americans and Europeans protect open space lands as a way to guide growth
and avert the costs of urban and suburban sprawl. This report explores alternative
methods for the protection of open space through two private initiatives in New
England and a European planning strategy. It then analyzes the effectiveness ofthese
"stewardship systems" used to preserve open space. It also highlights the major
threats in each region and assesses the role that businesses are playing in land
conservation. Olle of the strong motivations for the project was the realization that
societies need to renew, revige and extend their conservation visions in light of past
regulatory experiences. Another motivation was the realization that development and
sprawl are outrunning the opportunities for protecting open space. Because
development is often scattered, the impact on the land is devastating to ecological
integrity. In this context of change and unpredictability, protecting whole, intact open
spaces challenges the powers of observation and analysis. The forces driving the
threats to open space are growing population, shifting economies, and the desire of
property owners to maximize real estate investments. In response, public agencies,
businesses, and land trusts have taken up the challenge of protecting land. The report
conc1udesthat the investmentof time, attentionand creativity,in developmentcontroi, can
launcha processthat canbe of immensepublicbenefit.
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I. Introduction

This thesis is written to enlighten people working to design and implement sustainable

strategies that conserve oren space resources and promote thriving communities. The work is

based on insights gained from discussions about the impact "economic advocacy" has on land

protection, with individuals in the field in New England and northern Europe. It is my beliefthat

such local knowledge and experience will be essential in working toward a sustainable future.

The concept of "economic advocacy" is best defined as promoting and nurturing "green"

business or assisting enterprises and transactions that restore, preserve or enhance natural

capital.l It is driven by a conviction that the marketplace is the next frontier for advancing

environmental protection.

The central theme of this thesis is to look at what harrens when groups of citizens in the

developed world experiment with capturing the value of what they consider to be endangered

oren spaces. Olle problem with such experiments is the formation of commercial alliances and

what they leDdto conservation. Another problem concerns unsuccessful oren space

accumulation in urbanizing settings. I have approached these problems in the United States and

Germany and Olle could argue that the two problems are interrelated. As there are no studies

discovering these problems, it may be argued it is the right time to talk about economic

advocacy.

The growing interest in oren space acquisition is highlighted with an emphasis on the

balance private enterprise is seeking between environmental action and profit-making exploits.

The ro les of different mechanisms that return a portion of economic rents to environmental

protection have had little position in discussions about sustainability thus far, but are rut at the

forefront of this work.

The focus, as mentioned, will be on the utility ofthe three systems and on the problems

they address. Any ethical and moral debates having to do with green consumerism will not be

dealt with. The starting point is a sense ofrespect for land conservation as a means to contain

urban sprawl, although this does not meaD that in every situation it is the best option. The focus

will be on the mechanisms used for oren space conservation, and understanding how and why

the local systems were constructed.

I Conservation Law Foundation. Economic advocacy. Boston: Conservation Law Foundation Services,
Inc.,1999.



I would like to highlight the fact that my exposure to economic advocacy at the

Conservation Law Foundation in the summer of 1999 enriched my research ofthis topic. It may

seem odd to try to dissect novel systems for open space protection. However, in this day and age

people demand maTe protection hut are unwilling to pay higher taxes and new strategies are of

interest. Such experiments also have potential for advancing the goals of sustainability.

The Nantucket Green Fund cage study, a coalition of 185 businesses that contribute

profit to open land purchases, was my initial focus and is possibly the most interesting. My

familiarity with New Englandjustifies the fact that this cageand the Land for Maine's Future

cage are broader than the German example. My initial cancern with urban sprawl, lead to long

and interesting discussions about development controi, also giving me same sense of the political

climate in each locale. Non-govemmental organizations known, as "land trusts" were prevalent

in New England. These are organization that works with landowners, using a variety of too Is,

such as easements that permanently restrict the uses of land, to protect open spaces. In most

cages, land trusts are responsible for management and hold title to the land after it is acquired.

Aim and Outline of the Study

The aim of the study is to provide a betteT understanding of the performance of systems

that return a portion of economic rents to open space acquisition by analyzing three cage studies.

The following chapters can be seen as a tour through the issues that frame the cage studies. As

the study is concerned with development controI, the Background section in this chapter presents

a look at the current setting. Hopefully, this section will be away ofkeeping in mind under what

circumstances the researched ideas have developed.

Chapter 2 profiles same of the theoretical roats ofthis work. The chapter gives a

background of the philosophy behind land trusts and the phenomena surrounding corporate

environmentalism. Particular attention is given to the rise of social-issues marketing. This

progression is reflected by the responses of different companies. The essential concepts of social

responsibility and environmental cancern of business are introduced in this chapter.

Chapter 3 focuses on the cage studies and what was learned in discussions about the

operation ofthe systems. Moreover, issues of the commercial alliances are discussed, and the

earnings are quantified to characterize efficacy. Causalloop diagrams are introduced as tools in

the analysis of local thought processes, as are tables quantifying the annual and total income of

the Nantucket Green Fund and Land for Maine's Future MasterCard.
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An overall assessment is found in chapter 4 and is presented within three perspectives:

challenges for planners, factors of influence and partnership dynamism. Issues of regional

development controi are discussed and revenue generation and capitalization are talked about to

show that the framework necessary to allow business to evolve toward an economy of restoration

is not present.

Chapter 5 is a discussion that begins by defming the concept of "stewardship systems".

The rest ofthe chapter cites additional examples of such systems developed throughout the

world. The chapter eloges with a discourse about the requirements necessary to improve societal

visions for development contro!.

In chapter 6 answers to five research questions summarize the major findings. The

questions posed follow; (1) Do new systems used to acquire undeveloped land show promise

that, invention and changing habits come eloge to holding constant the extent of local

urbanization? (2) How can urban life and markets connect with the countryside? (3) How shall

societies begin to remove land from the open market and create systems of land use that are

ecologically sound? (4) Under what conditions, in what circumstances and to what extent will

business seek to harmonize its profit seeking objectives with protecting and improving the

condition of the landscape? (5) Are societies going to let what works for business and the

market determine its conservation objectives? As a final point, the intentions of corporate

environmentalists are unveiled. This is done by relating the cage studies to what was leamed

from the phenomena illustrated in chapter 2. As the study is drawn to a eloge, a possible future

of the issues is raised, mainly from the position that communities can benefit by negotiating

greater proceeds from commercial partners.

3



Background

For the planet to continue its present hospitality for green "open spaces" as people

multiply in number, the human ecological footprintmust lighten and narrow. Many people look

at the landscape, its waters and creatures, and hope no more will be built upon. The sprawling

settlements where more and more people choose to build, commute, and engage in commerce

cancerns many environmentalists. Until recently, major urban centers have been spatially

contained as dense concentrations, c1early separated from the settlements of the countryside.

With growing mobility facilitated by car ownership and investment in road systems, urban

development has sprawled over very large areas. As humanity multiplies beyond 6 billion, it

works to reserve parks and shape sprawling settlements. Experiences on both sides of the

Atlantic in sparing land through invention, innovation and changing habits continue to encourage

this work.

For years, communities have maintained infrastructure, polished downtowns and

repaired municipal buildings to attract new residents and businesses while striving to retain

them. Localleaders understand that maintainingpublic facilities and c1eansinga community's

image can help stimulate economic development. Increasingly, conservationhas emerged as a

crucial component of economic sustainability. Therefore, protecting undeveloped land can be

fundamental to economic development.

For the purposes of this report, open space land is c1assified as arange ofplaces that

inc1ude urban parks, large recreation areas, productive agriculturallands, and natural systems

such as watersheds and floodplains. Open spaces are central to the planning of metropolitan

areas. They help shape older neighborhoods and provide coherence in growing suburbs. Well-

situated open spaces also increase property values in same markets.2 In addition, protected land

can accentuate redevelopment in city neighborhoods and town centers. What is more, many

companies are attracted to regions with scenic and recreational opportunities for their employees,

and in same areas open spaces draw tourists who contribute to local economies.

Although markets have attained new complexity they have galle on to become a fact of

life in most places no matter how urban or rural. Humans are all consumers, whether they live in

the city or the country. Accordingly, urban and rurallandscapes are not two place s hut Olle.

They created each other, they transform each other' s environments and economies and they may

well depend on each other for survival.

4



Urban expansion is often in conflict with environmental protection. The areas adjacent

to settlements are typically landscapes of natural and culturaI value, areas often used for

recreation and outdoor activity. Urban areas need to have a green infrastructure with parks and

green zones.3 Designated open spaces can help a community safeguard its historie character,

farms, and forests. The existence of secured open spaces also encourages maTe compact

development and reduces the need for new road and infrastructure construction.4 Therefore,

many communities no longer see open spaces as simply beautification, but rather necessary for

long-term prosperity. The need to understand and articulate economic value in hopes of building

greater support to buy, conserve, protect and maintain open space, and to guide financing

decisions when several options are available is strong.

Time for investment in open space is growing short. Economic boom periods regularly

make land prices rise quickly. Often the public cannot raise adequate flnances or adopt

regulatory measures to procure land when faced with strong competition from developers.

Development is outpacing population growth in many regions. As a result, societies tum to fresh

tools for protection. This becomes especially interesting when multiple organizations are

involved in regional land protection efforts.

This study will call attention to the demand for protection of land at the end of the

twentieth century and the conduct of private enterprise, now that it is beginning to see that it is to

its benefit to get involved. Many of the challenges for bringing economics to bear in creating

betteT systems of land stewardship are discussed. Planners, government officials, land owners

and citizens should use this information to think maTe strategieally about safeguarding natural

assets in their communities.

Landscape Transitions

Land use and resource management were conceivably the flest human occupations. The

transformation ofvast landscapes by the purposeful use of fire is perhaps the earliest illustration

2 John Tibbetts. Open Space Conservation: Investing In Your Community's Economic Hea]th. Cambridge,
MA: Linco]n Institute of Land Policy, ]998.

3 Swedish Environmenta] Protection Agency. Strategy for Sustainable Development: Proposalsfor a
Swedish Programme. Solna, Sweden: Centra]trykeriet, ] 994.

4 John Tibbetts. op.cit.
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of this point.5 In modern times, by managing land and ecosystems, people effect a large number

of environmental changes.

During the last two centuries, the pattems and intensity of human land lise have changed

dramatically with the advent oftechnologies thai allowed for settlement ofpreviously

uninhabitable territory. The variety of land tiges have set in motion cascades of ecological

responses, many ofwhich will condition and constrain future tiges ofland. Conservative

estimates of current land development rates in the United States means thai a child bom today

will see the amount of developed land in the country double during his or her lifetime.6

The arrival of industrialization introduced the technologies thai greatly increase the

human ability to alter land. On any given environmentalissue-the increase in carbon dioxide

in the atmosphere, the quality ofwater in streams, or the threat to urban and suburban

communities from disturbances like fire and flood--one finds land lise playing a significant

role.7 Conservationists argue thai there is a threshold in landscapeconditionwhere everything

starts to come unglued and places need to be protected before they Teachthe edge of ruin.

Therefore, humanity considers the connections between land lise and ecological change,

understands how current land lise trends affect the environment, and most of all determines the

kinds of change thai will be required to ameliorate those effects.8

In Pursuit of Conservation

Contemporary environmental writer Bill McKibben contends, "...the eastern United

States-thanks partly to conservationists and mostly to accident--can show the. . .world how to

make room for people, farming, industry, and endangered species of plants and animals, which

have been returning."9 The eastern U.S. is where the process in which Europeans settled and

subdued North America over the last four centuries began. Douglas MacCleery of the U.S.

Forest Service makes the cage thai since the onset of settlement, "the forest and farmiand

lands cape of the Appalachians, as well as many other parts of the East and South, has come full

circ1e."lO As a matter offact, by the 1960s and 70s, the pattern offorest, fields and pastures

here was similar to thai prior to 1800, ils appearance much like it must have been prior to the

5 Nonnan L. Christensen. Science and the Sustainable Use of Land. Durham, NC: Nicholas School of the
Environment at Duke University, 1996.
6 Thom Hogan. "City Limits." Backpacker Magazine, 1999.
7 Christensen, op.cit.
8 Ibid.

9 Bill McKibben. "An Explosion of Green." TheAtlantic Monthly, April 1995.
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American Revolution. l l While, this is the place where the words "suburb" and "megalopolis"

were added to the world's vocabulary, an upsurge of conservation is taking place, Ollethat

employs same entrepreneurial toois.

In any case, the eastern U.S. and most of the developed world face serious threats.

While the basic trends may be toward restoration, increasingly, there are renewed human

assaults. The environment, economy and social fabric are all threatened by how land is used.

Fortunately, direction is available for development to help avoid the mistakes of the rast and

begin the journey to a more sustainable future. There is an emerging consensus over the

elements that should be striven for. Even so, a more sustainable future will require many

changes. Same changes will be made by an enlightened private sector, as developers and

companies perceive that conservation practices serve their interests. Consumers who seek to

better their own welfare will make other changes.

At the edge of growing municipalities, protected farmiand and wildlife areas are

curtailing suburban expansion and encouraging compact development. Amidst the changing

landscape, the desire for oren space and outdoor recreation, especially in the vicinity ofhome

continues to grow in popularity-especially sports that rut people in touch with the natural

world. A recent study found that bike paths, hiking trails, and oren space top the list of what

homebuyers want in most new communities.12 77 percent of the respondents rank "lots of

natural, oren space" as a top priority, second only to quiet and low traffic density, and followed

by walking and biking paths.13

While the benefits of protected oren space are increasingly evident, many communities

face great difficulties. The escalating costs of acquiring properties can be far beyond the

capacity of municipal budgets. Be that as it may, societies demand protection. Therefore,

financing park and farmiand acquisition has become almost as fundamental as building a bridge

or a sewage treatment plant.

Haphazard Development

The term "urban sprawl" describes the disorganized style of low-density development

that has largely defined post-war life in North America. Sprawl accelerates the destruction of

10Ibid.
Il Ibid.

12 Henry L. Diamond and Patrick F. Noonan. Land Use in America:The Report of the SustainableLand
Use Project. Washington, DC: Island Press, 1996.
13 Ibid.
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wetlands, and despoliation of air, water and soil, and consumes large tracts of land. Such

pattems of development are simply not sustainable. An inherent economic problem is that

market forces are channeled toward outeornes that teDd to be highly inefficient, environmentally

destructive and harmful to community life.

Consequently, sprawl is consuming land at a rapid pace and it is taking a toll. Suburban

pattems of commercial and residential development have a propensity to isolate and alienate

people.14 Single-use zoning has forced many people to use cars for everything, pedestrians

cannot use some streets; and there is an absence of public spaces where people can meet and

gather. Concurrently, the loss and degradation ofwildlife habitat should not be undervalued.

As land development becomes more diffuse and indiscriminate, the movement to

pre serve unspoiled land continues to grow. Many initiatives seek to buy land through

transactions with private landowners. The Det effect is preservation that provides for healthier

ecosystems, aesthetic relief, recreational opportunities, and a stronger agricultural base.

Nevertheless, land development continues in costly, inefficient pattems, and the quality

of the outeorne largely leaves residents unsatisfied. Landscapes have been subdivided into

housing and commercial developments, without regard for topography and defining natural

features. A disturbing vision has developed; "they have let developers Tunamok, oblivious to

traffic growth, sewer system capacity or even recreational needs In many areas you need a ear

to go anywhere or do anything-from buying milk to j ogging." l 5 These are the observations of

the real estate industry in a 1999 annual report entitled, "Emerging Trends in Real Estate."

Today, in the United States some eight times more developed land is occupied compared

with 1920.16 As more land becomes urbanized, ruralland is lost. Consequently, the average

population density of ruralland has increased 16 percent since 1950.17 What do present trends

say about where future citizens will live?

14Kaid F. Benfield, Matthew D. Raimi and Donald D.T. Chen. Once There Were Greenfields: How Urban
Sprawl is Undermining America's Environment, Economy and Social Fabric. New York, NY: Natural
Resources Defense Council, 1999.
15Equitable Real Estate Management, Inc. and Real Estate Research Corporation, Emerging Trends in Real
Estate 1999. Chicago, IL: Real Estate Research Corporation, 1999.
16 Rutherford H. Platt. Land Useand Society. Washington,DC: Island Press, 1996.
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Percent Change in Metropolitan Population and Developed Land Area 1970-1990

Source: Henry Diamond and Patrick Noonan, Washington,DC: Island Press, 1996

Chicago New York City Seattle Los Angeles

. Population ..DevelopedLandArea

The graph above exemplifles how the America population is spreading out. European

metropolitan areas are on average three to four times more dense than typical American cities.I8

This holds true in the suburbs as weIl; although European regions are similar to those in the U.S.,

in that their new development is less dense than in the core, their outer suburbs have four times

the density of those in America.19 Still, observers recognize that low-density living is a modern

expression of consumer choice and planners working for governments have developed a body of

practice that rests on the relegation of green space to individual parcels rather than ils integration

into the community. The forces of urban dispersal are as relentless in Europe as they are in

America. In the last two decades, the share of metropolitan population living in the center of

cilies has declined in virtuaIly every European city. It went down from 31.6 to 23.1 percent in

Paris, from 40.7 to 38.1 in London, from 38.2 to 29.7 percent in Zurich and from 80 to 66.5

percent in Amsterdam.20 The European city as a compact development is an illusion, gays Alex

Marshall, a journalist who studied contemporary trends in European cilies. "Once you veer from

the official tourist zones, you will flnd in European cilies many hall marks of American-style

sprawl." Landscapist Elizabeth Brabec writes, "Very few communities anywhere have escaped

the effects of strip development and subdivisions. It sometimes seems to occur overnight: where

17 Diamond and Noonan, ap.cif.
18 Newman, Peter and Jeffiey Kenworthy. Cities and Automobile Dependence: A Sourcebook. Brookfield,
VT: Gower Publishing Co., 1989.
19Ibid

20 C. Kenneth Orski. "The Politics of 'Smart Growth'." Innovation Briefs. March/April 1999.
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there was a farm field yesterday, today stands a Burger King or a 7-Eleven. The pace has been

sometimes fast and sometimes slow, hut relentless, to the point where it is orten accepted as

inevitable. "21

Valuing Natural Assets

As earlyas the 1850s, landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted justified the purchase

of land for New York's Central Park by nating that the rising value of adjacent property would

produce enough in taxes to ray for the park. In 1864, Olmsted could document a $55,880 Det

return in annual taxes over what the city was paying in interest for land and improvements. By

1873, the park-which until then had cost approximately $14 million-was responsible for an

extra $5.24 million in taxes each year.22

Land has long been a valuable asset. Recession periods at the end of the 1980s and early

1990s slowed development pressures, hut economic recovery makes prices rise. Nowopen space

is evermore valuable with the strong competition from developers to build low-density

residential subdivisions and shopping malls.

Growing recognition of the importance of oren space has sparked a wave of

experimental methods as approaches to capture the value. Govemment aid continues to fall short

and no community retains its character by accident. What the private sector does in advocating

and exercising land stewardship is going to have an enormous impact. It is therefore significant

that new models for land conservation and sustainable resource use are the outcome of private

involvement that will be closely examined in this analysis.

21Randall Arendt. Rural By Design: Maintaining Small Town Character. Chicago: American Planning
Association, 1994.

22Tom Fox, "Urban Oren Space: An Investment that Pays," A Monograph Series. New York, NY:
Neighborhood Open Space Coalition, 1990.
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II. An Economic Perspective

For a variety ofreasons, people have turned to economics in their approach to land

preservation. This section is a theoretical discussion of issues that surround the rase studies that

follow. The growths of socially responsible marketing has proven to be a recent indication that

corporations are concerning themselves with the present state of the environment and are willing

to contribute to improvements.

Economics is a field that analyzes how people make choices in a world with scarce

resources. The system it analyzes, the market, coordinates the actions of people who have

different goais, abilities, information, and luck.23 Markets adjust to a world in which choices

are inevitable and many wants are unsatisfied.24 In a truly free market, it is said that decisions

made are voluntary and no Ollemay coerce another to act in a particular war. More orten than

not, however, economists teDd to be ruled by the unequai power-relations between individuals,

the state and companies.

Scarcity is a feature ofundeveloped land. In reality, people's wants usually exceed their

ability to meet those wants. Access to land imposes constraints, and markets are a war of

rationing gaDds within those constraints. Because individuals cannot have everything, choices

must be made. Therefore, every choice denies individuals other opportunities. For example,

when comparing development and conservation only rarely can all of Olleand nalle of the other

be chosen. Instead, appropriate amounts of each are selected, comparing the value, and not only

the monetary value, of additional development or conservation.

Harnessing Economics

In economics "land" is the Olleterm that points to the natural world.25 In a dassic

composition, A Sand County Almanac, Aldo Leopold wrote, "We abuse the land because we

regard it as a commodity belonging to us. When we see land as a community to which we

belong, we may begin to use it with love and respect"26 Throughout his career during the 1920s

and 1930s, Leopold grappled with how economics both motivates and constrains land use

decisions. Re himself tested a number of ideas on how land could be restored. In addressing the

23John A. Baden. An Economic Perspective on the Sustainable Use of Land. Bozeman, MT: Foundation for
Research on Economics and the Environment, 1996.
24Ibid.

25Herman E. Daly and John B. Cobb, Jr. For the Common Good: Redirecting the Economy Toward
Community, the Environment, and a Sustainable Future. Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 1989.
26Aldo Leopold. The Land Ethic. In A Sand County Almanac. New York, NY: Ballantine Books, 1971.
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limits of regulations he wrote, "We tried to get conservationby buying land, by subsidizing

desirable changes in land use, and by passing restrictive laws. The last method largely failed; the

other two have presented same samples of success."27

Similarly, when Ely and Wehrwein published Land Economics in 1940, they showed

remarkable sensitivity to issues most did not appreciate. They asserted, "Since man has become

a geographical factor along with wind, water and climate, changing the character of his

environment and sometimes with more destructive speed than nature itself," economics

"therefore has to cancern itselfwith the 'private' economic factors in land utilization but even

more with the 'political economy' of conservation,restoration, and augmentation of natural

resources."28

How shall societies begin to remove land from the open market and create systems of

land use that are ecologically sound? What could such a system look like? In the "Possessionai

Problem" a chapter from economist Ralph Borsodi's book The Seventeen Problems olMan and

Society, the author, Borsodi distinguishes between those things that are more appropriately in the

realm of "trusteeship".29 Borsodi suggests, that land itselfand its resources, which are "Earth-

given" and limited in supply, should be held in trusteeship, their use allocated on a limited basis

for present and future generations.3° When an individual is allowed private ownership of such

limited resources, then that individual has an unfair economic advantage. The scarcity of land

coupled with a growing demand for its use results in an increase in the valne of the land through

no merit of the landowner. The potential for speculative gain fostered in the present system of

land ownership places pressure on the landowner to maximize the economic valne of the land

through its development. The use of zoning regulations and conservation easements and

restrictions is a small and increasingly costly method to reduce the trend of land exploitation.31

27 Aldo Leopold. Conservation Economics [1934]. In The River of the Mother of God and Other Essays by
Aldo Leopold. Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1991.
28Richard T. Ely and George S. Wehrwein. Land Economics. Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin,
1984.

29 SusaD Witt. Decommodifying Land: The Challenge and the Opportunity in Invested In The Common
Good. Philadelphia, PA: New Society Publishers, 1995.
30 Ibid.
31Conservation restriction (or conservation easement): A legal agreement between a landowner and a conservation
organization that permanentlyor for a stated period limits specified uses and development of property to proteet ils
natural scenie features. The document conveys to a conservation organization the right to monitor the property and
enforce the terms of the agreement. The provisions of conservation restrictions will vary from situation to situation,
depending upon the desires and goals of the grantor and grantee. Usually the restriction forever prohibits
development of the land on which a conservation restriction has been granted or placed. However, same uses of
property such as farming or timber harvesting, are frequently permitted where they are consistent with the objectives of
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The ever-present possibility of selling land at a gain erodes any kind of a commitment to

community and place that could safeguard rivers, lakes, and land.

Appreciation of land is emerging as it becomes scarce and with it an economy geared

toward corporate social responsibility. Vet, land is a commodity valued only by their price in the

marketplace, a value determined chiefly by location and size. From the ecological ethics

perspective, this is a mi stake because the natural world is not a human possession hut a system of

which human beings are a part.

Do any existing models express a vision of land stewardship? In same circumstances,

local organizations who value land more for its integrity than for its value or present-day

usability work to de-commodify land. Correspondingly,when stewardship is extended in this

manner, such systems encourage employmentof land for more sustainabletiges,such as

conservation.

+

Appreciatio
for Land

rowth o

Sprawling
Settlements

Disconnection o
Public and Privat

Sector Goals

+ +

As the diagram illustrates, it is plausible that as a lack of conservation is realized,

appreciation for vaGant land increases, the growth of sprawling settlements slows, biologically

productive land is conserved, encroachment of wildlife habitat dec1ines, access to nature

improves, the conservation ambitions of the public and private sectors are integrated, land is

treated more as a trust and conservation may likely intensify. The purpose of land trusts is to

strike a balance between individual and community interests, combining both private and

community ownership. Trusts acquire land in perpetuity through purchase or donation, thus

the parties. The conservation restriction should make c1ear which uses of the property are permitted, and which are
prohibited. It is recorded like a deed and is binding upon future owners of the property.
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removing land from the speculative real estate market. Wherever the trust, it must collaborate

with a broad range of agencies and institutions to obtain land.

Each rear, a series of surveys and studies are conducted to rank the "Best Cities for

Business."32 Lately, more weight has been given to the life that cities offer employees outside

the workplace than for more conventionaI measures of business climate indicating that

environmental quaIity is not ignored. By ensuring the pursuit and preservation ofvalues,

including land conservation, businesses can encourage innovation and hedge against

unforeseeable circumstances, such as the effects of roar regional land management strategies,

hut this is not the fUle.

Better understanding of political economy has the potential to promote sensitive and

sustainable land use by identifying how societies harmonize prosperity, and environmental

quality. Local managers, balancing the effects of institutions in certain situations, rather than

adopting a total embrace of either government or markets, can make these changes. Therefore, a

mix of business, govemment agencies and regulation, and innovation, allow the circumstances of

different land use problems to be addressedby multiple stakeholders. Good intentions, scientific

and business expertise, and dedicated citizens could prove effective in promoting the

conservation of land.

Social Responsibility and Environmental Cancern

It appears that consumers in the developed world, both individual and industri al are

becoming more concemed and aware about the environment. In a 1992 study of 16 countries,

more than 50% of consumers in each country indicated they were concemed about the

environment.33 Several recent studies document a large and growing market for products and

services of socially responsible businesses. These studies show that same consumers inte grate

environmental values inta their purchasing and investment choices. Between 40 and 50 million

Americans are beginning to make such value-based choices.34 As people making decisions

about work, purchases and investments-they are seeking to reclaim values such as thriving

communities and a healthy planet.

32"Nature Attracts Top Executives. " GreenSense: Financing Parks and Open Space. Washington, DC: The
Trust for Public Land, 1997.
33Jacque1yn Ottman. Green Marketing: Challenges and Opportunities for the New Marketing Age.
Lincolnwood, IL: NTC Business Books, 1993.
34"Forty Million Americans Can't Be Wrong: The Market is Ready for Socially Responsible Business."
Washington, DC: Co-op America, 1998.
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The actions of consumers characterize an enlightened worldview that began to emerge

and grow rapidly in the 1970s. People subscribing to this view believe society faces significant

problems and needs to reinvent its culture, institutions and practices to solve them and provide a

future for children. Interestingly, although this group is strong and growing rapidly, most of

them think they represent a minority. The worldview is not typically reflected in either media or

institutions. Yet, with 24% of Americans, it is beginningto spread.35

Intriguingly, the Integral CulturaiSurvey finds, socially responsible citizens are more

likely to be women than men.36 Their median age is 42 and they are likely to be weIl educated

and in the upper middle class.37 Their cognitive decision style is to scan the horizon for

information, delve into their interests and then insert what they leam into their lives.38 These

people appear ready to take action on their values and inte grate their values into their everyday

decisions, purchases and investments. This integration continues to be a guiding condition for

them and evermore in the marketplace as weIl as in other public forums. The key products

sought to reflect values are the products of socially responsible businesses and include support

for greener land uses.

It is clear that these and other trends show that this is an opportune time for

environmentaIly responsible business. Market success for SOfie companies depends more and

more on the communication of larger social and environmental messages. This gives the

impression that companies can and should do well while doing something for the common good.

The Social-Issues Marketing Phenomenon

In their efforts to diversify and enhance their resources environmentalists are embracing

promotionaI too Is. Social-issues marketing creates benefits for those working toward ecological

awareness while building modern corporate images. This form of promotion is defined as the

public association of a company with an organization, intended to market the company' s product

or service and to raise money for campaigns.

American Express first used the phrase "cause-related marketing" in 1983 to describe its

campaign to raise money for the restoration of the Statue of Liberty. American Express made a

Olle-cent donation to the Statue ofLiberty every time its credit card was used. As a result, the

35Paul H. Ray. The Integral Culture Survey: A Study of the Emergence ofTransfonnational Values.
Sausalito, CA and Kalamazoo, MI: Institute ofNoetic Sciences and Fetzer Institute, 1996.
36 Ibid.
37 Ibid.
38 Ibid.
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number ofnew cardholders grew by 45% and card usage increased by 28%.39 The campaign

generated $1.7 million to the Statue of Liberty restoration.40 Since then, corporate spending on

such campaigns has grown exponentially to an estimated $535 million in 1997.41

Companies have since associated themselves with a variety of issues and have

contributed considerable capital to projects with which they wish to be associated in the eyes of

consumers. For example, building on its earlier promotion American Express conducted a four-

rear Charge Against Hunger program, which generated approximately $22 million to address

poverty and hunger relief.42 Johnson & Johnson have contributed a portion of sales from its

products to the Wodd Wildlife Fund. MCI has donated a portion of telephone billings to the

Nature Conservancy or the National Audubon Society. Dannon's sponsorship of the National

Wildlife Federation has included tie-ins to sales ofyogurt products. Ralston Purina has

conducted campaigns to benefit endangered species. These are only a few of the examples of the

collaboration that has evolved between corporations and a broad spectrum of environmental

protection undertakings.

Social-issues marketing has been identified as the fastest growing segment of

advertising.43 Corporate affiliation offers an opportunity to further goais, to leverage the

marketing of corporations by obtaining access to mass media resources that could not otherwise

be afforded, increase public awareness, and to gain a significant source of revenue. Commercial

sponsors in tum seek through affiliations an opportunity to generate increased sales, enhance the

corporation' s image as a good corporate citizen, develop long term customer relations, build

brand loyalty, and differentiate themselves and their products from other sellers in the

competitive marketplace.44

In the last 10 years, corporations have moved ITom a form of contribution that entailed

monetary grants to Olle in which business is an involved partner. That involvement can mean

that employees are involved in helping to develop and carry out programs. Logically, active

participants in communities not only know where help is needed, hut seek results ITom

investments, making citizens more accountable for the funds they are given.

39 What is Cause-re]atedmarketing? Washington,DC: TheFoundation Center, ]999.
40Thomas A. Fogarty, "Corporations Use Causes for Effect," USA Today, Nov. 10, 1997
4\ "H's Buyer Beware for Cause Marketing." CorporateCommunityRelationsLetter. Chestnut, MA:
Boston College Center for Corporate Community Re]ations, ]998.
42Francy B]ackwood, "Cause marketing puts spint of giving into buying," San Francisco Business Times,
Nov. ]4, ]997.
43 Ibid.
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While proponents call it a windfall for environmental protection, critics raise the

prediction of signs that read, "Budweiser Geyser" and "Nike Canyon. ,,45 A short time aga, the

premiere of Disney's Pocahontas in Central Park brought $1 million to the park46 Additional

campaigns to increase contributions to the park have also led to arrangements with such firms as

Speedo, Mars Candy and BMW.47 The Deputy Director of the New York City Parks Council

raises cancerns that corporations could over-market themselves, eventually leading to strong

commercialism and diminished public support.48

The strategic interaction of environmental issues is a business practice that is defining

companies and brands. People in their roles as consumers, employees and community members,

are consistent in their expectation that companies must help solve problems. The subsequent

chapter investigates two cases where marketing by private enterprise is used to answer the call

for conservation. These tools may prove effective under limited circumstances. Many theorists

do not embrace the integration of private sector financial savvy with-environmental protection.

Corporate Environmenta/ism

Private business is Olleof the most important forces shaping the interactions between

humans and the environment. Sofie firms have 'gone green' in the marketing oftheir products

to claim that business cares for the environment as much, if not more than environmentalists do.

The case studies will demonstrate how SOfie enterprises have integrated environmental

responsibility inta their mission. Such examples can be found in both the USA and Europe,

especially now that business organizations have set up special sub-groups to deal with

environmental questions.

Business is able to respond to increased environmental care in away that is good for its

profits. Business power is Olleof the significant factors affecting both the degree of harm to and

the degree of care for the environment. With business pushing for a competitive edge it can have

strong incentives to reduce the amount of money spent on minimizing the impacts of economic

development. However, the pursuit of commercial advantage can sometimes drive business

toward greener options and outcomes. The question remains: under what conditions, in what

44 "Execs view cause marketing as a war to build relationships,"MarketingNews, v. 30, no. 18, Aug. 26,
1996

45 "Nouveau Park Capitalism." GreenSense: Financing Parks and Open Space. Washington, DC: The Trust
for Public Land, 1996.
46 Ibid.
47 Ibid
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circumstances and to what extent will business seek to harmonize its profit-seeking objective

with protecting and improving the condition of the world?

Professor Cindi Katz at the City University of New York considers corporate oppositions

to environmentalism during the 1970s to embracing it during the 1990s as making nature an

accumulation strategy. Suddenly, she feels, corporate environmentalism is everywhere

concerned to define and privatize a nature in need of "preservation" and "restoration".49

Considering among other examples, the transnational Nature Conservancy and the Central Park

Conservancy in New York, she traces this movement. Showing how these nature spaces are

constructed, Katz contests their ideological character and argues for a reflexive political ecology

that can hold environmental, social, cultural and political cancerns in common tension.50

Katz argues that for a small price, corporate capitalists buy the good will and patronage

ofmuch of the population, with tokenistic gestures. What she refers to, as "greenateering" has

become a marketing strategy.51 Greenateers, she feels, pander and assuage consumers'

environmental cancerns by making it part oftheir sales pitch.52 Green sensitivity pays

dividends to a public that has become fanatical with the environment. She notes that it should

not be forgotten that corporations that use nature to trade other goods-make a great deal of

profit. Katz reasons that politics as consumption works to individualize environmental problems

and their solutions in ways that repeatedly forestall and mystify any meaningful way of dealing

with them.

Corporations solicit favor by funding various environmental projects such as land

preservation and restoration. Katz takes issue with this approach and believes they "facilitate the

privatization ofnature and space that has become the hallmark of global neo-liberalism."53 Is

society going to let what works for business and the market determine its conservation

objectives?

The fact is all businesses need to make a profit. This means many companies are

juggling environmental values in such away that honoring them doesn't detract from the bortom

line, which can be difficult. Green businesses need to maintain a careful balance between

48 Ibid.

49Cindi Katz. "Whose Nature, Whose Culture? Private productions of space and the 'preservation' of

nature" in Remaking Reality. London: RoutIedge, 1998.
50Cindi Katz, ap.cit.
51Ibid.

52Ibid.

53Ibid.
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environmental actions and the bottom line, which can make it difficult for them to truly be

agents of transformation.
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III. Three Archetypes for the Captore of Valoe Associated with Open

Space Protection

Faced with rampant development and frustrated by the limits of conventionai

regulations, stewardship systems were conceived in New England and Europe to capture the

value of oren space. The public benefits of land resources span rare species habitat and drinking

wafer protection to passive and active recreation. In each case a deeply held belief in

uniqueness-together with ingenuity and determination-serves as a basis for these initiatives.

These qualities have been harnessed to create models of innovation in pursuit of saving the

character of the land itself in a world where development adds to decreased ecosystem size and

increased recreational demands.

The major aims are usually twofold: determine the proper lise for land and finance its

proper lise. The following analys is seeks to exarnine the dynamics of each system and

demonstrate the achievements. The innovative cases depicted can be viewed with some

skepticism because of the commercial alliances they impart upon the environmental protection.

Critics are also of the opinion that these schemes will be short lived and that the programs may

not be sustained over time. The evolution of each instrument is assessed here; the limitations

are identified in the charters that follow.

The Nantucket Green Fund and American Express

Nantucket, a 14-mile long, 3Yz-milewide island lying 22 miles off the coast of the state

of Massachusetts is a popular weekend and summer retreat.54 Fifty square miles in area, it is an

environmental treasure with one-third of all the moors in the Western Hemisphere and agreater

variety of vegetation than any space of similar size in North America.55 It is the only place on

the continent where Scotch heather grows and its contiguous cranberry bog may well be the

largest in the world. 56 Nantucket is part of a moraine, the southernmost advance of the

continental ice sheet, created during the Late Pleistocene Age.57 In what appears to be

inhospitable soil, rare plants thrive and endangered species carry on. It has been inhabited for at

least 8000 years and its name is taken from an AIgonquin word that means, "land far out at

54 Betty Lowry. "Nantucket Is Fragile But Feisty." Good Money, 1997.
55 Ibid.
56 Ibid.
57 Ibid.
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sea."58 Most visitors are familiar with the 33 beaches, wide bike paths, gray-shingled cottages,

cobblestone streets, windswept dUlles and sunsets.

For the last several years, Nantucket has grown at an unprecedented rate. A variety of

problems are accompanying this growth, many of which threaten to erode or do away with the

qualities thai make it an attractive place to live and visit. To ensure thai the community succeeds

at maintaining the character, it seemed essential to protect the island's remaining undeveloped

land. Protection would also have long-term beneficiai effects on traffic congestion and water

quality. Business had a major stake in preserving the qualities thai make residents want to live

and work there, and to attract the seasonai residents and visitors who keep the economy healthy.

This is a prime place for development and much of the remaining oren grace is critical

natural habitat. As a result, the islanders are actively engaged in saving the flora and fauna from

human carelessness and exploitation. The Nantucket Green Fund was established in response to

a widespread beliefthat Olleof the most meaningful ways to permanently protect the quaiity of

life was to acquire land. The Fund is organized to raise and distribute financial support to

conservation organizations for the purchase ofhigh-visibility oren grace best left undeveloped.

White the focus is sustainability, Russ Cleveland, Olleof the Directors for the Fund,

argues thai keeping the beauty and integrity is also good for business.59 All over the island,

Nantucket Green Fund decals in shop windows signify membership in a coalition of business

owners who contribute a portion oftheir profits for acquisition of oren land by established trusts

thai include a ConservationFoundation and Land Council. The Fund, therefore, does not hold

title to any lands.60 The goal of the Fund is to generate and allocate resources to the existing

trusts.

The Green Fund is designed as a business-supported program that will produce funding

for land trusts through the rear 2001.61 Annual piedges to the Fund by individual businesses

range from $50 to $14,000. In return, participation in the Fund generates favorable publicity,

allows for display of the Green Fund decal, and gives the business owners and their customers a

sense ofhaving done something that benefits the entire community. The directors of the Green

Fund review applications, making periodic distributions to the organizations that bur oren grace.

58 Ibid.
59 Ibid.

60 Nantucket Island Chamber of Commerce. Nantucket Green Fund: Businesses Safeguarding Nantucket's
Land for the Future, 1996.
61 Ibid.
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Participation is entirely voluntary. Businesses are encouraged to support the Green Fund for two

reasons:

~ It demonstrates to customers that business owners care about the future

~ Olle hundred percent of the Green Fund is used to acquire open space

For many, this seems like an odd coalition, but the incentive is improved quality of life

and there is little disagreementabout the goal or the method to achieve it. The Green Fund

demonstrates that smaller businesses are a big part of local economies. It has a marked effect on

conservation possibilities, in contrast to the 1980s, when more than 300 new homes were

constructed each year on the island.62 In 1997, a 26-acre property had been designated for the

construction of twelve new homes.63 The development would have been constructed on some of

the best agriculturalland on the island and would have destroyed the scenic rural character. The

Green Fund made its inaugural contribution of $100,000 toward the purchase of the farm.64

The American Express Company is a strategic partner, sponsoring public awareness

advertisements listing those businesses, which have joined the Green Fund from the outset.

Beginning in 1996, the Company agreed to contribute between 3 cents to the Green Fund for

every AMEX credit card transaction that took place on the island between July and October and

has contributed as much as 5 cents some years.65 In July of 1997, American Express presented

a check for $10,000 to the Green Fund to ensure the acquisition of the farm.66 This is arneasure

of corporate responsibility to a community that the company benefits from. Dick Strout, account

executive at American Express gays, "By using the American Express card on Nantucket,

individuals have an opportunity to 'up the ante' in the fundraising partnership between AMEX

and the business community, to acquire and protect one ofNantucket's most beautiful

resources...its land."67 For the Green Fund to make a difference between open land for the

public and development of a dozen houses for a few people is a testament to the fulfillment of

62 Chuck NowIen. "Buying Into The Green." Door County Magazine, 1997.
63 Ibid.
64 Tracy M. O'ReiIIy. "The Nantucket Green Fund Donates $100,000 to the Purchase arMt. VemoD
Fann." Press Release. Nantucket, MA: Nantucket Island Chamber ofCommerce, 1997.
65 Tracy M. O'ReiIIy. "American Express Donates $10,000 To The Nantucket Green Fund." Press Release.
Nantucket, MA: Nantucket Island Chamber ofCommerce, 1997
66 Ibid.
67 Ibid.
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the mission. Considering the impacts on land lise and the rural character, the farm was an ideal

choice for the first venture, but has proven difficult to repeat.

Mter four years, American Express continues its support of the Green Fund, raising its

donation from as much as 5 cents from year to year in accordance with the annual number of

transactions.68. The company guarantees a minimum donation of $7,500. The Green Fund

remains a private fund financed by voluntary contributions. Since its inception in 1996,piedges

have been acquired from more than 185businesses.69 In 1998three donations of $25,000 were

made for three separate land purchases.

In July of 1999 the Green Fund announced the opening of the India Street Pocket

Park. 70 The property was granted to the Fund by the Winthrop Management Company and is

maintained by Nantucket Island Resorts,?l Henry Wyner, Vice President ofWinthrop

Management said, "We are pleased to be able to enter into a partnership with the Green Fund to

provide access to parks...which we believe are essential to providing respite to OUTlocal residents

and visitors alike."72 Dale Hamilton, President of the Nantucket Green Fund added, "We

encourage other landlords to provide opportunities to beautify our downtown." 73

When the dynamics of the system are analyzed, a causalloop diagram helps to profile

some fundamental design aspects. In talking with local people on Nantucket Island, it would

seem that public ity and advertising led by American Express have significantly raised public

awareness. While the Green Fund continues to grow, it was designed as a five-year strategic

plan concept. Given the projected rates of development in 1996, it was thought that after five

years most of the available land on the island would be spoken for. Due to the fact that the Fund

focuses its efforts on visible parcels of open space that the public can view, it has become a

formidable contestant in a face between developers and conservationists. Many of the people on

the island find protection important because of their dependence upon tourism. The Green Fund

also tends to make people feel as though they are a part of a solution, since purchases that are

made at any of the participating businesses are channeled to the Fund either by the management

or American Express. Continued support by the business community is marked by the fact that

68 Ibid.

69 Dale Hamilton and Maia Gaillard. "Nantucket Green Fund: Businesses Safeguarding Nantucket's
Pristine Waters and Oren Spaces for the Future..." Letter. Nantucket, MA: Nantucket Green Fund, 1998

70Dale Hamilton. "Downtown Park Granted by Winthrop is Open to the Public." Press Release. Nantucket,
MA: Nantucket Green Fund, 1999.
71 Ibid.
72 Ibid.
73 Ibid.
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of those who have contributed to the Fund nearly all have renewed their annual membership rear

arter rear. The following diagram presents the dynamics the Green Fund system hoped to

realize.

OmmItmento
Businesses to
Conservation+

First, the members of the business community collectively acknowledged that the

escalation of new construction had the potential to diminish the quality of life that residents and

visitors cherish. The consequences of growth led to declines in the amount of undeveloped land.

In light of the rising deficit, the Green Fund gamered pledged assets from the business

community. Over a four-rear period, with the aid ofpublicity, the awarenessof the public on

and off of the island improved. As the Fund made contributionsto the purchase of land parceis,

it is a have that imminent increases of traffic congestion and threats to water quality are deterred.

Ultimately, the assistance ofthe Fund has allowed conservation entities holding title to

undeveloped lands to acquire more parcels without further delar. An income summary and

graph of the total annual earnings follows:

Nantucket Green Fund Income Summary

Approximate total earnings as of October 1999 $222,151

24

YEAR ANNUAL INCOME ACCUMULATED INCOME

1996 $61,250 $61,250

1997 $70,310 $131,560

1998 $44,611 $176,151

1999 $46,000 (projected) $222,151 (approx.)



Nantucket Green FundEarnings

To reiterate the achievements, the Green Fund has contributed $175,000 to the purchases of a

farm and three other parcels of land on Nantucket Island, in addition to negotiating a leasing

agreement to establish a park. The pledged assets of the Fund exceed $250,000, yet not all

piedges have been collected to bolster the accumulated eamings of the Fund.

The following financial summary provides further detail about the present status of the Green

Fund.

NANTUCKET GREEN FUND FINANCIAL SUMMARY AS OF OCTOBER 1999

TOTAL REVENUE:

Collected Pied ges

EXPENSES:

$176,061.00

Operating and Other General Expenses

Acquisition Expenses

$0.00

$175,000.00

$175,000.00TOTAL EXPENSES:

NET FUND BALANCE $1,061.00
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Landfor Maine 's Future and MBNA

During the middle of the 1980s, some citizens in the State ofMaine were under the

impression that every piece of land in the state was on the market and that the 70 million people

who lived within a day' s drive wanted to buy a piece of it. Cottages and condominiums were

crowding shorefronts up and down the coast. International corporate raiders trade d millions of

acres of timberland back and forth like shares of stock. 74 Real estate companies bought,

subdivided, and resold farms to urban residents hungry to acquire their own piece of countryside.

All things considered, growth pressures were intense, inc1uding extensive second borne

development, making land preservation seem critical.

The citizens of the State of Maine voiced their strong support that land must be set-aside

in public trust in 1987 when voters approved the creation of a $35 million rund for purchasing

lands of significance for conservation and recreation.75 An appreciation bad come into focus, in

large part due to the development boom of the 1980s that certain lands need to be set-aside for

the public or they could be lost forever.

All lands acquired through the use of the Pund are managed by state agencies and are

intended to remain in public ownership for the benefit of future generations. A board composed

of six citizen members and the commissioners of the Department of Inland Pisheries and

Wildlife, Department ofConservation, Department of Marine Resources, Department of

Agriculture, and the State Planning Office administers the program.76 Proposals must inc1ude a

letter from the owner of the land being proposed which indicates full willingness to have the land

considered by the Board. All proposals are scored using a scoring system designed to guide the

Board in selecting projects, which are of state significance, capture multiple values and will

benefit a wide spectrum of citizen interests and needs. The acquisitions have inc1uded mountain

summits, farmiand, river shore, lakes, ponds, coastal islands, beaches, and wetlands. Also

included are many exceptional natural areas providing protection to eagle nesting sites, spotted

turtle habitat, critical spawning habitat for salmon and other examples of natural communities.77

74"Maine's $35 Million Bargain." Down East Magazine. May 1996.
75"The History of the Land for Maine's Future Program." Maine State Planning Office. January 1999.
76 "Land for Maine's Future Board Bienniai Report." Executive Department Maine State Planning Office.
February 1999.
77 "Land for Maine's Future Program Profile: Con serving Land For Current and Future Generations."
Maine State Planning Office.
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Unlike other efforts, lands acquired through the lise of the Fund can be sold or used for other

purposes if it is approved by a 2/3 majority ofthe state legislature.78

The Land for Maine's Future Fund was initially financed by the sale ofbonds. A bond is

a certificate of debt issued by a government, guaranteeing payment of the original investment

plus interest by a specified date. However, arter protecting 65,000 acres and making 53

purchases, in 1994, the program was almost out ofmoney.79 The govemor, recognizing the

need to purchase more imperiled lands that were coming on the market, made a campaign

promise to help replenish the program.80 In 1996, MBNA, the largest independent credit card

lender in the world, unveiled the first credit card with a portion of its revenue assigned to land

purchases. The card returns 0.5 percent of every purchase to the Land for Maine's Future

Fund.81 The State of Maine also receives $1 for each new card issued through the bank and $10

each new card issued through the state' s efforts, as weIl as $1 for each annual renewa1.82

The card reads, "Land for Maine's Future" across the top and carries small MBNA and

Master Card emblems. The cards are illustrated with photos ofpublic1y owned land. Olle shows

a portion of the coast. The other depicts Mount Katahdin, the highest mountain peak in the state.

MBNA marketed the card by mailing information to over 400,000 households.83 Recipients

inc1uded people with hunting and fishing licenses, license plates for vehic1es, snowmobile and

boat registrations and those who lise state parks and participate in the moose hunt lottery. The

card has been weIl received due in large part to the fact that it is an entirely voluntary approach

to raising money.

Cardholders that support the Land for Maine's Future Program are under the impression

that they are building a conservation legacy being left for future generations. The progam has a

broad base of support, it provides a tangible return to the public, the public defines its mission, it

leverages private funding for purchases, and it has a positive economic impact throughout the

state. The work of the Fund transcends political boundaries, and produces results. The credit

card allows Land for Maine's Future to continue slow, incremental, steady business. There is a

continuing need for acquisitionsbecause there are willing buyer/willing seller conditions. Evan

Richert, director of the Maine State Planning Office conc1udes,"I don't think we could pass a

78 "Land for Maine's Future Board BienniaI Report." Maine State Planning Office. February 1999.
79"New State Credit Card Will Help Save Wildlands." Port/and Press Hera/d. August 1, 1996.
80Ibid.

81Paul Carrier. "Credit card targets land fund." Kennebec Journal. July 31, 1996.

82Paul Carrier. "New card by MBNA to boost state fund." Port/and Press Hera/d. July 31,1996.
83 Ibid.
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$35 million bond issue."84 Further attempts to gain maner through bond issues in the early

1990s failed. MBNA projected that the credit card program would boost the rund by $500,000 in

the first three years.

The Land for Maine's Future Program has had a broad base of support, since 1987 and it

provided a solid return to virtually everyone. Governor King was instrumental in promoting

legislation authorizing the state to issue an MBNA credit card. MBNA was a fitting partner

because it offers products that are designed to meet financial needs, while reflecting the personal

interests of its customers. Under the terms negotiated with MBNA, the state receives royalties

whenever the card is used. Additional royalties are earned when new accounts are opened, when

accounts are renewed, or when the state recruits new accounts. Like the Green Fund, it is a

voluntary approach to funding land acquisition. Before the advent of the card, the Land for

Maine's Future was so low on runds same people thought it was out of business. Many still have

little idea of the accomplishments. NonetheIess, there continues to be a lot of momentum behind

the program. In same cages, propert y owners have discounted their land by $1 million because

they wanted it preserved. With the help of the credit card royalties, support is available for a

slow, practical effort to continue. The anticipated royalties from the credit card should keep the

Fund in business. The diagram below denotes the relationships discussed.

,.:

U se of Credit

Card Royalty

Revenue Pool Generated to
Acquire Land

As earlyas the middle of the 1980s, residents of the state ofMaine associated public

value with land that many people from outside the state were exploiting. Given the absence of

public land, thousands of acres were purchased until the revenue pool generated by the issue of

84 Steve Cartwright. "Acquiring public land on the cheap." Maine Times. March 14, 1996.
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bonds was exhausted. The Governor sought an alternative method of funding, turning to the

credit card industry to devise a partnership. With the help of MBNA the state can rely less on

issuing bonds to cover the costs of land protection. As a result, while the purchasing power of

the state is not what it once was, vulnerable land can eventually be acquired.

More than nine thousand credit card accounts are generating capital for land purchases in

Maine. The table and graph that follow illustrate the earnings history from 1996 to the present.

Land for Maine's Future Credit Card Accounts and Royalty Income Summary

Total eamings as ofJune 30, 1999 $111,754.31

29

Quarter Open Quarterly Accumulated Royalty

Accounts Royalty

Start

3Q 1996 1,517 $2,495.83 $2,495.83

4Q 1996 2,236 $5,730.18 $8,226.01

1Q 1997 5,443 $8,314.54 $16,540.55

2Q 1997 5,450 $6,847.01 $23,387.56

3Q 1997 6,226 $7,583.23 $30,970.79

4Q 1997 6,194 $8,537.65 $39, 508.44

1Q 1998 N/A $9,460.95 $48,969.39

2Q 1998 N/A $10,823.12 $59,792.51

3Q 1998 N/A $10,986.21 $70,778.72

4Q 1998 N/A $13,169.46 $83,948.18

1Q 1999 N/A $12,897.46 $96,845.64

2Q 1999 9,187 $14,908.67 $111,754.31
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For the time being, the Land for Maine's Future Board has decided to allow the royalties to

accrue for several months before discussing how to lise them.

Europe and the Method of Balancing

In northern Europe, an inventory of the landscape has been undertaken. In 1992, it was

estimated that in Sweden, by the year 2000, open farmiand would decrease 30%, natural

grass land would decrease by half, 125,000-250,000 acres would be planted with fast growing

timber and the number and area of important ecosystems would drop.85 The overall effect of all

this would be a reduction in biodiversity and a reduction of the values linked to recreation and

tourism. Similar to the sentiment of New Englanders, Europeans aim to preserve a diversity of

open spaces.

In looking at Europe, high hopes are held for the northern countries, like Denmark and

Sweden. These progressive, well-planned societies must certainly preserve the equilibrium that

North America is losing. Yet, the city of Copenhagen contends with a load of problems-typical

of the burdens much of world is struggling with. The main Olleis that the middle dass wants to
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live elsewhere, going for what Americans go for-the biggest house or apartment, as far away

from anyone else as possible.

Nonetheiess, Europeans teDdto regard land as a scarce, valuable, civic resource and

expect their governments to protect it.86 In contrast to the American practice where jurisdiction

may be fragmented among hundreds of authorities, nearIy all national governments in Western

Europe exercis e SOfie direct authority over land use.87 Many countries have national policies

concerning patterns of development. Nevertheless, Europeans are experiencing sprawl and

growing traffic. In the United Kingdom, a million acres of farmiand and c1ose to two million

acres of countryside have been lost since WorId War 11.88 There are pressures to relax land lise

controls in SOfie places.

Europe is no longer a continent based on an agrarian economy, and in fact, farmers and

rural people accounted for just 7.8% of the population ofEC countries in 1992.89 The 20th

century environment marked the start of a new phase in the evolution of the landscape.

Agriculture no longer has to meet exc1usively the needs of self-sufficiency for food; it has also

become part of an economic battle between countries. The landscape is disfigured by the

disappearance ofwooded areas, dereliction, or reforestation with conifers.90

German environmental protection stipulates that impacts on nature and landscape values

should be avoided. Where they cannot be dodged the losses should be compensated for to the

extent that a balance has been reached. Germany is characteristic of a new trend in Europe where

balancing is used as an instrument for the protection and rehabilitation of open space.91 The

Germans anticipate that in the long run, Olleproject arter another will gradually impoverish the

landscape. However this method requires developers to give back as much to the landscape as is

removed with development. The balance has to be struck for each category of resources, such as

soil, water, biotypes, air quality and scenic aspects.92

85Counci] of Europe Press. "Between the two extremes- dereliction and over-use: How shaIl the land be
managed so as to benefit the wi]d]ife, the countryside and the ]andscape?" Environmenta] encounters, No.
2], ]995.
86 Jay Hawkins. "Notes From the u.K." Planning.August ]998.
87 Anthony Downs. "Contrasting Strategies For the Economic Deve]opment of Metropolitan Areas in the
United States and Western Europe." Chapter Two in Paul Chesire, Lanfranco SeDD,Anita Summers, Urban
Change in the United States and Western Europe: Comparative Analysis and Policy, ] 993.
88 Alex Marsha]l. "Eurosprawl." Metropolis. January/February ]995.
89Council of Europe Press, op. cit.
90 Ibid.

91 Erik Skärbäck. Is the Method of Balancing a PotentialToo] for the Protectionand Rehabiliation of
Landscape? Alnarp, Sweden: Swedish University of Agricu]tura] Sciences, ]999.
92 Ibid.
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The basic princip le is simple: Give back to nature, the same resources and qualities that

have been taken away.93 The planning instrument is referred to as the Griinordnungsplan (or

open space controi planning). To compensate for negative impacts, buying themselves free is

really the final option for developers. Therefore, developers are held responsible for

rehabilitating the landscape. These measures aim to reconstruct lost values and create new value

as compensation for lost value. The compensation measures can be situated in the vicinity of the

project, or at another location. The compensatory measure could prove to be a valuable

instrument for restoration of the landscape and ecological infrastructure.

European development over the past 30 years has been morf dynamic. In the 1970s

intensive urbanization began to spread beyond large cities into smaller villages and the

countryside. A large number of landscape elements, were lost in the 20th century due to the

effects of and increase in agriculture, road development and urbanization. From the beginning of

the 1980s, lakes, rivers and bars, surrounded by cultivated land, have received too many

nutrients.94 This has led to increased algae growth, and damage to the flora and fauna. An

urban sprawl began, among other regions, in the southwest of Sweden around Malmö. Growth

there is fueled by the construction of the Öresund Fixed Link, a bridge that will connect Sweden

and Denmark. The Link will have its greatest impacts associated with the connection of the two

countries' road and rail networks. For commuters to Copenhagen the trip will be faster and

easier, probably making the region evermore desirable for developers.

Thus, open space controi planning could be an opportunity to retain and reconstruct the

open space in Sweden. This, in tum, benefits developmentinvestors who can publicize their

respect for the environment. Hence, future investment in Northern European developmentmight

not be exc1usively a potential threat to environment. As was demonstrated with previous cage

studies, extracting subsidies for land protection from private enterprise often proves difficult.

For southwestern Sweden, a regional plan has been proposed to regenerate the landscape.

The plan denotes the need to recreate orchards, small wooded areas and wetlands, as well as

widell corridors for species migration. Such corridors willlink larger forests with the cities on

the coast. A process of recreating wetlands has also begun and agriculturalland will be

converted into wetlands and submerged. Such rehabilitation measures could be c1aimed as

warranting compensation for other land use changes in the region.95

93 Ibid.

94 Erik Skärbäck ap.cif.
95Ibid.
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The process of striking a "balance" in this cage is a matter of politics. Nonetheiess, the

method of open space controi planning has similar aims to the more capitalist approaches. There

is great demand for protecting and restoring ecological infrastructure. The method of balancing

as practiced in Germany is regarded as useful, because avoiding and minimizing impacts and

compensating for the loss of values can Teach balance.

In the European Community, much of the landscape is already impoverished as a

consequence of developed, motorized and urbanized society. The lise of Griinordnungs-planning

in Germany makes it possible to rebuild. The criterion for balance, that more may not be taken

from nature than is promised to be given back, is a notable Olle. This could be a strong planning

instrument, along with the methods that capture the value, outlined in the first two examples.

It is apparent that balanced land lise depends on the existence of complicity between

people and nature, and adjustment of human activities to flt scarcity of land. Looking toward

Europe as a Promised Land for land lise with its compact town centers, public spaces and

concern for community, the evolution of what Ollemight caIl a "developer pars principle"

emerges. European problems with regard to landscapes stem on the Ollehand from dereliction,

and on the other, from intensive farming, as weIl as new construction. This leads to the loss of

flora and fauna. Increasing urbanization, industri al development, the creations of infrastructure,

tourist activity, and pollution have signiflcant impacts on the countryside.

In principle, every development in Germany takes accounts of all things, which

are ofvalue from a natural or landscape perspective. The developer must maintain the

quality and dynamism of nature and the landscape. Balancing as a method is an

instrument that captures the value of proteetion. The system is exceptional in that it

integrates fragility, ecological richness and the pressures they are subjected to. However,

It should be duly noted that construction is never an environmentally benevolent thing.

Therefore, the measures to ameliorate its problems may be seen as minor solutions that

cannot correct its negative effects.
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The diagram above demonstrates that the German authorities first identified the potential

that Europe would experience an intensive process of development after the collapse of

communist fUle. Next they acknowledged that retaining the landscape is an important and

valuable feature in overall development. Consequently, developers are required to endow the

countryside with an equivalent amount of natural assets as they do away with. The requirement

functions to lessen the effects ofurbanized, motorized and developed society. Potentially, the

tool can be used as a method for protecting parcels of land, reducing threats to soH, water, air

quality and scenic attributes. It serves to both regenerate and protect scarce land resources.
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IV. Analytical Assessment

Any community can find ways to safeguard what its resident' s value. There are wide

ranges of choices that can protect natural assets. However, without weIl-designed and publicly

supported systems, communities risk undermining the very assets responsible for economic

vitality and future potential. A growing and convincing body of evidence demonstrates that

when communities manage growth and development they enhance the quality oflife.96

The New England cage studies highlighted in this report are quite special. It is unlikely

that the arrangements could be possible in without similar affluence. Green corporate images

cannot be easily attained in regions without same wealth because business will not be interested

in protecting land that lacks same instrumental value for those who par.

While local approaches for capturing the value of natural assets must be tailored to

unique circumstances, this research indicates that creativity helps achieve same positive results.

Regulations, by themselves, will not always bring the best outcome. Over reliance on regulatory

approaches without equal or greater emphasis on maTe innovative approaches can be

counterproductive. An increasing number of communities-and not just big cities and wealthy

suburbs-have complemented regulation with public acquisitionof land. Furthermore, instead

of opposing new development, or approving it under all circumstances,communitiesneed to

work with developers to achieve a balance. The challenges facing today's communities demand

a great deal of expertise and sophistication; it's unlikely that a community will achieve its

aspirations without modets.

Challengesfor 21st Century Planning

Land-use planning could lise repair, theoreticaIly and practically. Twenty-first-century

planning will need to incorporate, explicitly, the evolutionary and dynamic aspects of

communities to be successful. This could imply accepting and integrating the role markets play

in allocating resources in a market economy. As a result, land-lise planners and regulators could

choose to adopt market-oriented principles and concepts.

Undeniably, maintenance of open space is expensive and politically complex in both

Europe and the United States. At the macroeconomic level, policymakers recognize the

importance ofmarkets for organizing society's resources efficiently and productively. However,

at the locallevel, markets are still often viewed with suspicion and skepticism. Nowhere is this

96 John Tibbets. ap.cit.
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more evident than in land-use planning as conceived and practiced at the local and regional

leve Is.

In the United States, Oregon and Florida are the only states thai have attempted to

implement regional and statewide development controIs. They are lauded as examples of

"effective" planning because they feature strong, centralized controlover land development and

effective enforcement.97 The catchphrase, notes Olleobserver of the growth in regional

planning, is "consistency": cilies, villages, and towns are required to create master plans thai are

consistent with the planning goals and objectives established by the state.98 This experience

parallels the German concept of oren space controI planning.

The New England case studies demonstrate thai unIess mackel mechanisms are guided

by the public sector they may not maximize the public interest. This is a reoccurring argument

in the ongoing debates over "urban sprawl" and farmIand preservation. Concern over farmIand

preservation was Olle of the primary reasons the state of Oregon implemented regional planning

and urban growth boundaries. Concern over urban sprawl was Olleof the primary reasons Florida

adopted astatewide planning strategy.

Nevertheless, practitioners recognize the limitations ofthe planning discipline and

profession. The state of Oregon is beginning to feel the repercussions of regional planning as

housing costs climb to record leveIs. These costs are in part a result ofplanners prohibiting

development beyond boundaries established by state and regional planning agencies.

More than a decade ago, planner Lloyd Rodwin recognized the ability of mackels to

organize and direct development activity in a productive and efficient way relative to urban

planning.99 Re wrote, "it does not lake great insight today to see thai, however inadequate the

market may be, there is no reason to suppose thai urban planners will necessarily do a better job,

at least in the short or intermediate term. This reality of the inadequacy of planners and their

tools offsets the other reality of the inadequacies of the mackel and price mechanism." 100

Planning theory has not integrated market-oriented thinking into ils approach to urban

development. This study fills this void to SOfie extent by providing a preliminary set of examples

thai integrate market-oriented thinking into a general framework for development contro!.

97 Samuel Staley and Lynn Scarlett. "Market-Oriented Planning: Principles and TooIs." RPPI Policy Study
No. 236. Los Angeles, CA: Reason Public Policy Institute,November 1997.
98 Ibid.
99 Ibid.
100 Ibid.
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Olle of the most important tasks confronting planners is how they might inte grate

business inta planning procedures. Planning should not rely on static prescriptions to direct

land-use and propert y development. The lessons of the last 50 years, the decades of

suburbanization, are that land-use planning operates within a broader framework. Planning

theory and practice may require substantive changes to the way planners view the process of land

development. It may also require changing visions of the regulatory role oflocal govemment in

the urban development process.

An important feature of reform is the development of stronger links with the private

sector. At the internationallevei, the United Nations Development Programme has been

particularlyactive in promoting a number ofpromising and innovative partnerships. In 1995 it

launched its Public-Private Partnerships for the Urban Environment by identifying urban

environmental problems, which can be tumed inta viable business opportunities. Indeed, public-

private partnerships represent the wave of the future as the principal means ofimplementing

sustainable development.

Factors of Influence

There are essentiai ingredients that allow the arrangements in the cage studies to subsist.

The Green Fund would not be possible if not for the fact that Nantucket Island is a locale where

same of the most successful and innovative land preservation efforts in America have developed.

Small building sites consistently sell for $250,000 or more the instant they reach the market.

Consequently, a land bank concept was invented in 1982 when the consumption of land was

most voracious. The town planner devised a tactic to attach conservation to development

pressure. On most real estate transactions, two percent of the purchase price raid by the buyer is

rut aside to ray for vacant land acquisition. To the disappointmentofmany, a lack ofmoney

reduced the land bank' s ability to plan for future growth. The land bank reacted to the situation

by issuing bonds. However, bonding initiativeshave drawn intense criticism. As the business of

conservation grows more difficult, costly and selective,the Green Fund serves a purpose.

Particularly, when there are fewer than 10,000 acres ofundeveloped land remaining on

Nantucket Island.

The situation in the State ofMaine has comparable characteristics. The state maintains a

good relationship with its partner, MBNA and is presently renegotiating the terms of the contract

it signed with the company despite the fact that the royalties have not reached fruition. Like the

Green Fund, the growth of the Land for Maine's Future eamings wi11likely be stable because of
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that shape business and the market do not provide the necessary framework to allow business to

evolve toward what Paul Hawken calls an "economy ofrestoration."102 Today, the reality is it

orten costs maTe to do the right thing. For instance, the Land for Maine's Future MasterCard,

carries a 5.9% introductory interest rate for six months. After that that rate jumps to 8.9% above

the prime rate. At the current prime rate, that trans lates inta a long-term interest rate over 17%.

However the card carries no annual fee. If customers are not willing to have higher interest

rates, the card will fail. So it is up to customers to be willing to patronize business, so that

companies can star viable and provide models for others.

For betteT or worse, business is considered the most powerful force on the planet at the

moment. Since it is not going to disappear, it will need to be transformed along with the systems

that shape it. This will take businesses managed by people with integrity, willing to go against

the grain of standard business practices,who care-first and foremost-about relationships and

who see the future in generations,not in quarterly reports.

The case studies lead Olleto deduce that Olleof the keys to land protection is

capitalization. To think that this is uncontroversial would be naIve. The inherent problem with

associating environmentalprotection with capitalization isthat this scenario is only viable in

times ofprosperity or affluent demographiclocales. Along those same lines, business is a

problematic partner, as it is not a democratic institution. Thus, developingpublic capacity to

exploit private capital deserves attention. Given the advances ofurbanization that were outlined

in the introduction, people obviously have avested interest to ensure that maner is spent to

protect areas quickly.

Earlier it was stated that the offerings made by American Express and MBNA are

nominal. This evaluation leads to Olleconc1usion that commercial partnerships have the

potential to allow enterprise to take advantage of the conservation movement. Therefore, those

who strive to protect land should ensure that their alliances bring forth substantiai capital. The

foremost uncertainty is whether the stim total that enterprise invests reflects the profit that is won

by appealing to environmentally conscious consumers.

The question remains as to how the conservation value of remaining undeveloped land is

best captured. Taxes are OllemaTe tool that generates pools of revenue without extensive delars.

Furthermore, Germany has come up with a fitting vision by assigning same responsibility to

developers, but actions to reduce tax and regulatory burdens orten give rise to new voluntary

102Susan Meeker-Lowry. Invested in the Common Good. Philadelphia, PA: New Society Publishers, 1995.
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approaches synonymous with those depict from New England. Consequently, when and where

taxes and regulations are not feasible, land trusts augmented and marketed by the private sector

achieve same inspiring results. The discussion in Part Vaddresses why communities may

continue to conduct similar experiments.
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V. Discussion

The trend toward collaborative solutions that integrate conservation and development is

gathering momentum as the population grows and people choose to live in areas adjacent to

parks, coastlines or other significant natural amenities. To preserve these amenities, new

modeis, termed "stewardship systems" address cancerns about balancing land development and

conservation, providing mechanisms for land protection.

Stewardship systems are tailored to local needs, but they tend to be associated with

individuals committed to civic values and the environment. These systems are orten used in

environmentally sensitive settings where business capitalizes by committing to he1p save natural

assets, or in rapidly growing areas where competition with developers requires organizations to

publicize and establish a niche.

The missions and scope of activities vary among stewardship systems, but they share a

commitment to natural resource management and ecological awareness campaigns designed to

familiarize residents and visitors with the communityand its environment. Long-term funding

for these activities is typically secured throughmarket-orientedmechanisms that link the rate of

the system to that of the community. In addition to the archetypes examined in this study the

non-governmental fees connected with this kind of entity can also inc1ude surcharges on hotel

rooms, real estate transfer fees, homeowner fees, fees on recreational tiges, and endowments

created by levies on building activities.

Most frequently, tigerfees are orten promoted or used in associationwith recreational

activities in parks; eco-tourism; hunting and fishing licenses, where they create a market value

for otherwise free services. Revenue raised for conservation and protection should be c1osely

related to activities directly affecting biodiversity. Protected area authorities in same countries

are now charging sizeable entrance fees to parks and reserves and structuring lucrative lease

agreements with hotels and tour operators.

In November 1999, the Government of the Seychelles will start issuing "Gold Cards" to

foreign tourists to collect revenues for environmental conservation activities.1 03 The concept is

similar to tourist fees collected in the Galapagos Islands and other areas, but the $100 cards will

be a olle-time only fee so subsequent visits will not be charged.104 The program is also

103 Biodiversity Action Network. Innovative Financing and the GEF: Directions for a New Millennium.
Washington, DC: 1999.
104Ibid.
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designed to educate and raise the awareness ofwealthy tourists about environmental

conservation activities, their costs and benefits.

User fees can also be collected as insurance against advers e environmental impacts of

development activities. For example, excise taxes can be placed on coal, oil and other extractive

activities that endanger the environment, where proceeds finance mitigation strategies.

Performance bands for insurance similarly serve as up front payment to a government before

development permits can be obtained. The bond is returned if the developer can demonstrate

that anticipated damages did not and will not occur. If damage does occur, the runds are used to

restore the site. This concept combines the polluter rays and precautionary principles.

Tax incentives can also be used to promote environmentally friendly activities and

punish environmentally adverse activities. Examples of positive tax incentives inc1ude:. Income tax deductions for charitable contributions;

Deductions for land uses that accomplish conservation measures (not farming.
. wetlands, harvesting trees);

Propert y tax exemptions (eliminate/reduce property tax on land of ecological

. significance ifmanaged for conservation purposes); and

Tax allocations (preferential allocations for municipalities conserving

biodiversity or not developing natural or land resources; income must be large

enough to reward governments for foregoing short-term economic gains).

Such tools can also be associated with:

. Easements: landowners may forfeit their right to develop while retaining other

ownership;.
Conservation agreements: landowners contract with a government agency or

conservation organization to manage their land to conserve habitat, biodiversity, etc.;

and

. Land exchanges: exchange of public1y owned land of comparable market value for

biologically valuable private lands.
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Such measures require a developed financial and tax structure and have primarily been employed

in developed countries to date, although experiences from Brazil and Guyana could prove

useful.l05

Stewardship systems the world over function to promote community based strategies

that preserve ecological integrity and at the same time meet the economic aspirations of

landowners. To clarify, these systems will be symbolic until they grow in popularity and

achievement. There are always risks that same systemswill not grow to a point of success.

While the efforts of the Nantucket Green Fund and Land for Maine's Future Program are

considered symbolic, the wave of ecological responsibility that now involves business began

fifteen years aga with small er companies. These companies never imagined that they could

solve societal problems alone, however they believe they can set an example for others to follow.

The Shared Vision for Land

Nearly every community in North America and Europe, not to mention other parts of the

world, has faced or will face difficult decisions about when and how to proteet some part of its

land base. The conditions and alternative solutions to a particular land conservation dilemma are

presumably endless. There are no easy solutions. Different localities have individual and

constantly changing, regulatory, legislativeand political characteristicsthat require advocates to

know the region before deciding on particular financing techniques. Furthermore, devolution of

central government agencies is continuing to put more pressure on local administratorsto solve

land use problems.

In a utopia, communities would have a comprehensive plan in place, backed by broad

local support that clearly outlines what areas should and should not be developed for appropriate

well-balanced land uses. Localleaders would be well informed about major landowners whose

holdings might become negotiable, potential public and private partners for various conservation

plans, as well as other funding sources or mechanisms that might be relevant for a particular site.

However, experiences from Nantucket Island, where the averageprice of Olleacre of vacant land

has risen above $234,608 demonstrates that orten a great deal ofresources have to be assembled

quickly to contend with development pressures. While the benefits of protected land are

increasingly evident, many communitiesstill face great difficulties funding land acquisition.

Grants for land purchases have tended to decrease, while economie boom periods push land

105 Ibid.
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prices higher in rapidly growing areas. As a result the, the escalating costs of acquiring property

can be far beyond the capacity of govemrnent budgets.

Partnerships offer hope for new financing alternatives, especially in urban areas. Once

funding is generated, it is wise to involve other partners to negotiate agreements. It takes time

and skill to develop relationships with landowners, to cultivate the needed commitment to Teach

mutually beneficiai agreements. The final ingredient is patience. "To save land in perpetuity is

a marathon, but don't give up," warns the Trust for Public Land. 106

106 John Tibbetts. ap.cif.
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V. Conclusion

A series of answers to questions posed at the outset have come to light in this study. To

start, do new systems used to acquire undeveloped land show promise that, invention and

changing habits come c1ose to holding constant the extent of local urbanization?. From the case studies Ollecan conc1ude that invention and changing habits yield

imperfect triumphs. Better exploitation of commercial partners is necessary in order to

evolve toward an economy of restoration. Financing of land acquisition augmented and

marketed by private entities achieve same inspiring results

How can urban life and markets connect with the countryside?. An enlightenment, where planners, developers and companies perceive that conservation

practices serve their interests is occurring slowly as urban sprawl interferes with

environmental systems. Further development ofmarket mechanisms that return a

greater portion of economic rents to environmental protection is necessary.

How shall societies begin to remove land ITomthe open market and create systems of land use

that are ecologically sound?

. Land trusts are a leading method for removing land ITom open markets and creating

systems of land use that are ecologically sound. Land trusts combine features ofboth

private and community ownership. Trusts are effective because they acquire land in

perpetuity, removing it ITomthe speculative real estate market.

Under what conditions, in what circumstances and to what extent will business seek to

harmonize its profit seeking objectives with protecting and improving the condition of the

landscape?. Corporate altruism is only sustainable by profitable firms. Uni ess more firms conform,

the altruistic may fail to benefit. Consumers may stay with firms in times of plenty even

if purchasing environmentally friendly services is slightly more expensive,hut desert

them in times of relative hardship. It is bard to prediet just how far the message of green

consumerism will spread, and how many people will act on it.

Is society going to let what works for business and the market determine its conservation

objectives?. In same sense, the New England case studies examined pose as contra-governmental

alternatives, challenging the ways in which the govemmentality of the economic and

social regime enforces its disposition. However,being environmentallyresponsible
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means making a commitment to environmental issues as a part of doing business not

only marketing. Furthermore, American Express and MBNA demonstrate that their

present levet of commitment has limits. Thus, for the time being, Business is

maintaining a careful balance between environmental actions and amassing profit,

making it difficult to truly be agents of change

Over the rast few years, developed countries have made important contributions to the

conservation vision for oren space by committing to balanced, sustained procurement that

ensures protection of a full range ofvalues. While urban land orten serves the largest number

and greatest diversity of people, it proves to be the most costly and difficult to protect.

Three objectives are common to the case studies: (1) increase and broaden public

support for conservation; (2) rethink the way in which land is developed; and (3) help finance a

network of protected lands. To achieve a broad vision for the landscape, the approach to land

protection must continue to be expanded and revised. Threats to unprotected land vary in

different parts of the world and require solutions tailored to each region. The experimentation

with stewardship systems helps address these threats, but it also inaugurates a new role for

business.

Business is a capitalistic endeavor driven by an innate sense of greed and a profit

seeking mentality. It seems, the driving force behind American Express Company' s

participation in the Nantucket Green Fund and MBNA in Land For Maine's Future is to take

advantage of a new group of consumers that might not be reached otherwise. However, the two

companies do provide vehic1es for funding land acquisition, leading to the conc1usion that there

are great benefits to be extracted and negotiated for the greater good from the private sector.

Therefore, the developments in New England may only be sustained under the extraordinary

circumstances depicted. Likewise, for the tyre of system that being tested in Germany and other

parts of Northem Europe to build a network of oren spaces, a strong, centralized, regulatory

structure is required. The idea that developers must ray for detriments to landscape values is

only sustainable in settings where enforcement is strong or penalties are high.

Land should be looked at through new eyes, recognizing the importance of each region

as it contributes to a network of oren spaces. To achieve conservation visions civilization has to

address the specific systematic changes and resources needed to expand its role in conserving

oren space. It wi11look to private counterparts to do their part. The choices that are made every

day about development or conservation are crucial, as is public support for oren space funding
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and urban growth management. Citizens must help and become involved in the negotiations that

determine the scenic, historic, and ecologicallegacy of communities.

In thinking about sustainable oren grace protection, the variety of options and their

consequences and implications can seem overwhelming. As many communities are engaged in

the courses of action uncovered in the cage studies, there are plenty of examples that can help to

answer questions and develop a logical, stewardship system for addressing the complicated and

difficult issues. It is important to remember that the capitalists are interested for Ollereason and

it is as green as money. That it is the plain truth. They will continue to exploit the

environmental protection interests of the world's citizens ifit means profit or competitive

advantage for them. Olle technique is to play their game, use their tactics and be the victor.

Therefore, the investment of time, attention and creativity launches a process that can be of

immense public benefit. This research and all the work being done on the subject by others only

reinforce the conviction that the time to Will is now while corporate supporters see this as an

opportunity.
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